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Highlights 

Here we apply a novel approach to derive bivariate flood risk assessment using 

copula functions allowing simultaneous occurrence of the upstream floods to be 

modeled. The methodology is exemplarily applied to assess the combined flood 

occurrence at the confluence of the Dez River in southwestern Iran. Univariate flood 

frequency of upstream tributaries show both annual maximum discharge series follow 

log-pearson type 3 distribution. Gumble-Hougaard copula function is selected as most 

appropriate function among different studied copula functions based on graphical 

evaluation and goodness of fit criteria. Joint probability distribution, conditional 

probability and joint return periods of upstream floods estimated considering selected 

copula function. The results show the advantages of flexibility of this method beside its 

relative complexity. Furthermore, it is clear that application of multivariate flood risk 

assessment prevents incorrect assumptions of independency or completely dependency 

of tributaries flood occurrences located in upstream of confluence point.  
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Importance 

Throughout the last decades, univariate flood risk analysis was widely used to 

assess a wide range of hydrological problems, often focusing on flood peak 

discharge. This analysis is useful for river reach without tributaries. Univariate  

food risk assessment is not a reliable method at or near river confluence because of 

the impact of the river tributaries that causes to intensify the flood magnitude. In 

these conditions it is necessary to use multivariate risk analysis that include 

considering different sources of flood risk. Applications of copula functions are 

effective tools to conduct multivariate risk analysis introduced last years in 

hydrology. Because of different advantages of this approach, the copula functions 

applied to multivariate flood risk analysis at river confluence as an important risk 

problem in hydrology studies.  

Introduction (Hypothesis and aims) 

The flood frequency analysis at or nearby the confluence of two tributaries has 

gained interest because it is necessary for the design of the different infrastructure, 

which often are located near the confluence point and may be subjected to inundation 

by high flows from either stream or both. The shortage of the hydrological data of the 

confluence point which are necessary to the univariate flood frequency analysis 

makes the flood estimation at the confluence challenging. This study presents a 

practical procedure for the flood frequency analysis at the confluence of two streams 

based on multivariate copula function methods. The efficiency and advantages of 

copula functions for multivariate flood risk assessment investigate using recorded 

data set belong to Dez River located in southwestern of Iran.  


